
Federal immigration officer visits
Beloit to give facts, dispel rumors
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BELOIT—A representative of the federal Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) agency met Wednesday with a group
of about 15 people at Saint Paul Lutheran Church in Beloit in an
effort to assuage fears of random raids and deportations.

Manda Walters, a community relations officer from ICE's Chicago
office, said the agency follows a specific protocol while carrying out
its duties like any other law enforcement agency.

“Just like there's discretion for your local law enforcement, there's
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discretion for Immigration and Customs Enforcement,” she said.

Cecilia Ramirez, the bilingual coalition coordinator at Latino
Service Providers and president of Wisconsin's League of United
Latin American Citizens branch, said it's important for people to
remember that ICE is looking for criminals, not just regular
people.

Part of the reason for calling the meeting, Ramirez said, was to give
people information directly from the source.

Walters said there is a perception that federal agents are out to
scoop up every illegal immigrant, but the resources available to the
agency don't match an effort of that scope.

President Donald Trump did sign an executive order earlier this
year calling for expedited deportation and 5,000 more federal
immigration agents, but fulfilling that order at this point is overly
ambitious, Walters said.

Walters said her agency is not conducting random raids at schools,
churches, hospitals or any other place designated a safe zone by
ICE's standards.

Instead, ICE agents use targeting methods and know who they
want to arrest ahead of time. Sometimes rumors circulate about
each ICE office having its own discretionary measures, but agents
generally do not arrest someone unless that person has already
committed a crime, Walters said. Those arrested typically have
prior criminal backgrounds, as well, she said.

After most arrests, ICE adds the arrested person's fingerprints to a
national database, agents check the person's immigration status
and a notice is issued for that person to appear before a judge. If
the person is considered a public threat, he or she is detained,
Walters said.

Federal immigration defendants then go before an independent
judge who decides whether that person is deported or will be
allowed to stay, Walters said.

Walters said while ICE might have a poor public image to some, it
operates—to a certain degree—with more regulations and
standards than many local law enforcement agencies.
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“There isn't any one force who's just running around, arresting
who they please,” she said.

On the local level, Beloit Police Chief David Zibolski said his
officers shouldn't be asking people about their immigration status;
when officers ask for ID, they merely want to verify who they are
talking to, Zibolski said, though lack of ID can send up red flags.

Janesville Police Chief David Moore said in most cases, federal
agents notify local law enforcement that they are conducting
operations within the local jurisdiction to avoid “blue-on-blue”
confrontations between agencies.

While tensions are high, people can be assured there is a process,
ICE's Walters said. They won't just be taken away and never seen
again, she said.

Zibolski said if people purporting to be law enforcement are
knocking on your door and you're unsure if they're legitimate, call
911 to verify the presence of law enforcement in the area.

Zibolski also advised people to carry at least one form of
identification, if possible. ID from a person's country of origin is
better than no ID at all, he said.
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